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Abstract

In this paper, we report on a novel quality-of-service supporting reservation-based medium access control (MAC)

protocol for a reliable, scalable, and cost-effective switchless wavelength division multiplexing network. The network is

completely passive and is based on an arrayed-waveguide grating (AWG). Each node at the network periphery is

equipped with one single fast tunable transceiver for data and one low-cost broadband light source which is spectrally

sliced for broadcasting control information. Direct sequence spread spectrum techniques are used to enable simulta-

neous transmission of data and control. All wavelengths are used for data transmission and signaling is done in-band.

Each node has global knowledge and schedules variable-size data packets on a deterministic first-come-first-served and

first-fit basis guaranteeing fairness and completely avoiding channel and receiver collisions. The proposed protocol

provides both packet and circuit switching and supports multicasting. The network efficiency is significantly increased

by spatially reusing wavelengths and exploiting multiple free spectral ranges (FSRs) of the AWG. The analysis accounts

for propagation delay and protocol processing time. Results show that using three FSRs instead of one significantly

decreases the mean delay and improves the mean throughput by up to 88%, resulting in a normalized mean throughput

of approximately 78%. The analytical results are verified by simulation.
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1. Introduction

Traffic in future optical networks will be pre-

dominantly IP based. The ubiquitous IP/ATM/

SONET/WDM layer structure is likely to be re-

placed with a significantly less complex protocol
stack IP/WDM for the following reasons. IP traffic
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has some distinctive properties such as self-simi-

larity, asymmetry, and server-based congestions

(hot spots) [1]. SONET/SDH can carry this type of

traffic only very inefficiently since it is designed for

synchronous and symmetric traffic. ATM also

suffers from inefficiencies which stem from a large
cell tax. Beside large bandwidth and low attenua-

tion one of the main drivers for optics is significant

cost reduction [2]. By deploying optics, complex

and quite costly ATM switches and SONET/SDH

multiplexers can be bypassed. Another issue is the

fact that both ATM and SONET/SDH provide

resilience supporting features [3]. This redundant

functionality leads to inefficiencies and requires
rather complex layer interworking schemes.

In IP-over-WDM networks single or aggregated

IP datagrams are directly transmitted over fibers

using wavelength division multiplexing (WDM).

To alleviate the electro-optic bottleneck and pro-

vide transparency, several photonic switching

techniques have been proposed such as photonic

slot routing, optical packet switching (OPS), op-
tical label switching, and (labeled) optical burst

switching ((L)OBS) [4–6]. Those approaches re-

duce the requirements on electronic processing

devices by keeping the payload in the optical do-

main. Note that no optical random access memory

is feasible at present. Instead, simple fiber delay

lines with a fixed delay are used. While those delay

lines allow for only suboptimal OPS, OBS does
not need any buffers at all, resulting in bufferless

networks. Network costs and complexity can be

further reduced by using passive wavelength-sen-

sitive devices such as an arrayed-waveguide grating

(AWG) [7–10]. A heuristic algorithm for lightpath

establishment in a multihop mesh network con-

sisting of AWG-based network nodes was pre-

sented in [11]. A network consisting of multiple
stages of AWGs is studied in [12] for connecting

subscribers to a central office. AWGs have routing

characteristics that depend on the wavelength. In

addition, all wavelengths can be used at every

AWG input port simultaneously as opposed to the

passive star coupler (PSC), resulting in a signifi-

cantly improved throughput-delay performance of

the network [13]. Transmitters can reach different
destinations by simply changing the wavelength.

Thus, the switching functionality is naturally

moved toward the network periphery. With tun-

able transceivers we are able to realize single-hop

WDM networks [14]. Single-hop networks have

some very desirable properties such as minimum

mean hop distance (unity), high channel utilization

since no capacity is lost due to data forwarding,
inherent transparency, and low nodal protocol

processing requirements because nodes have to

process only data packets which are addressed to

them. They are well suited for realizing access or

metro networks which will become increasingly

important in the near future due to widely de-

ployed bandwidth-consuming technologies such as

digital subscriber line and cable modem [15]. Ac-
cess networks are an important WDM market

segment [16]. Recently, AWG-based metro WDM

networks have attracted much attention in the

literature [17–19].

In this paper, we develop a novel MAC proto-

col for an innovative AWG-based metro WDM

network. The proposed network significantly dif-

fers from the networks presented in the existing
literature: (1) Resources (time slots, wavelength

channels) are allocated in a distributed fashion as

opposed to the centralized resource management

(used for instance in [8,19]). (2) Due to the novel

node architecture, data and control can be trans-

mitted simultaneously requiring neither an addi-

tional transceiver at each node nor one or more

separate control channels. (3) The proposed MAC
protocol makes use not only of WDM, TDM, and

SDM, but also of spreading techniques and CDMA

resulting in an improved network performance. (4)

Multiple free spectral ranges (FSRs) are used to

increase the degree of concurrency leading to a

significantly increased network efficiency. We note

that networks exploiting multiple FSRs of an

AWG have received only little attention so far [20].
To our knowledge this is the first paper to develop

and analyze a random MAC protocol for a net-

work exploiting multiple FSRs of an AWG.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-

lows. In Section 2, we briefly outline the underlying

principles of the network and MAC protocol. In

Section 3, we discuss the network and node archi-

tecture. Section 4 explains the MAC protocol
which is subsequently modeled in Section 5. The

network throughput-delay performance is ana-
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lyzed in Section 6. Numerical results are presented

in Section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2. Underlying principles

The AWG is a passive and polarization inde-

pendent wavelength-routing device [21]. Due to its

unique characteristics the AWG can be used to

realize a wide range of WDM components such as
add–drop multiplexer [22], discretely tunable filter

and equalizer [23,24], optical crossconnect (OXC)

[25], high-speed packet switch [26], multifrequency

laser [27], packet synchronizer [28], broadband

dispersion and dispersion slope compensator

[29,30], or simple multiplexer/demultiplexer. We

first discuss the following salient functions of an

AWG: (1) Periodic wavelength routing, (2) spec-
tral slicing of a broadband signal, and (3) spatial

wavelength reuse. Without loss of generality we

consider a 2� 2 AWG.

2.1. Periodic wavelength routing

In Fig. 1 we show a scenario where six wave-

lengths are launched into the upper AWG input

port. The AWG routes every second wavelength to

the same output port. This period of the wave-

length response is called FSR. In our example,

there are three FSRs, each containing two wave-
lengths. Generally, the FSR of a D� D AWG,

D 2 N, consists of D wavelengths, i.e., the physical

degree of an AWG is identical to the number of

wavelengths per FSR.

There is one important point to keep in mind.

Each FSR provides one wavelength for commu-

nication between a given AWG input port and an

arbitrary AWG output port. Hence, using R FSRs,

R 2 N, allows for R simultaneous transmissions

between each AWG input/output port pair.

2.2. Spectrum slicing

Spectral slicing is ameans to realize broadcasting

in WDM networks that are based on wavelength-

sensitive devices [31]. Fig. 2 depicts the same sce-

nario as shown in Fig. 1; in addition, a broadband

signal (e.g., a light emitting diode (LED) signal) is
fed into the upperAWG input port. In our example,

the broadband signal spans all six wavelengths

(channels). The AWG slices the broadband spec-

trum such that in each FSR one slice is routed to

either AWGoutput port. Using RFSRs, there are R
slices at each AWG output port. All those slices

carry the same information. Hence, receivers at-

tached to the AWG output ports are free to choose
one of the R slices in order to retrieve the informa-

tion. Note that while being tuned to any of those

slices the receiver can also monitor wavelengths

that originate from the same AWG input port as

the broadband signal. However, wavelengths and

broadband signal can be used simultaneously at the

same AWG input port only if they can be distin-

guished at the receiver. This problem will be ad-
dressed in the next section. While the wavelengths

serve as data channels a spectrally sliced broadband

light source is well suited for broadcasting control

information.

Fig. 1. Periodic wavelength routing of an AWG.
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There are three important points to keep in

mind. First, spectrum slicing is an elegant way to

realize broadcasting. Secondly, at every AWG

output port each FSR contains one slice of the

original broadband signal carrying the same in-

formation. Finally, while listening to a slice, the

receiver is able to simultaneously obtain data on

wavelengths that originate from the same AWG
input port as the broadband signal.

2.3. Spatial wavelength reuse

Fig. 3 illustrates that all six wavelengths and an

additional broadband signal can be applied at

both AWG input ports simultaneously without

resulting in collisions at the AWG output ports.
Note that spectrally overlapping wavelengths and

slices always emanate from the same AWG input

port. As a consequence, while listening to a slice a

node can receive data only on wavelengths that

originate from the same AWG input port as the

broadband signal.

There are two important points to keep in mind.

First, each wavelength and broadband signal can

be applied on all AWG input ports simultaneously.

The AWG routes wavelengths such that no channel

collisions occur at the AWG output ports. Thus,

with a D� D AWG each wavelength can be spa-
tially reused D times. Secondly, listening to a slice

restricts the receiver to wavelengths that originate

from the same AWG input port as the slice.

3. Architecture

3.1. Network and node architecture

Fig. 4 schematically shows the proposed AWG

based single-hop network. There are N nodes, each

attached to the network via two fibers. Every node

Fig. 2. Spectral slicing of a broadband signal.

Fig. 3. Spatial wavelength reuse.
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uses one fiber for transmission and the other fiber

for reception.

The network and node architecture is depicted

in more detail in Fig. 5. The network is based

on a D� D AWG. At each AWG input port

a wavelength-insensitive S � 1 combiner is at-
tached. Similarly, at each AWG output port signals

are distributed by a wavelength-insensitive 1� S
splitter. Since at each AWG port all wavelengths

can be simultaneously used for transmission,

combiners and splitters are required to provide

additional ports for attaching nodes. Those nodes

can transmit on different wavelengths simulta-

neously, increasing the degree of concurrency.
Each combiner collects the signals of S nodes while

each splitter distributes the signals to S receivers.

(Note that the routing characteristics of an AWG

require that both combiner and splitter be wave-

length insensitive in order to guarantee full con-

nectivity.) Each node is composed of a transmitting

and receiving part. The transmitting part of a node
is attached to one of the combiner ports. The re-

ceiving part of the same node is attached to the

opposite splitter port. Thus, opposite combiners

and splitters have the same physical degree, i.e.,

number of ports. However, the combiners (split-

ters) do not necessarily have to have the same de-

gree S. Since the network is intended to be scalable,

additional nodes can be attached to some com-
biners (splitters). As a consequence, combiners

(splitters) can have different physical degrees. In

this paper we consider the case in which all splitters

and combiners have the same degree S. This en-

sures that the splitting loss is the same for all nodes.

The network connects N nodes, with N ¼ D � S.
For a given number of nodes N there are several

possible architectures with different values of D
and S. For instance, eight nodes can be connected

via a 2� 2 AWG with two 4� 1 combiners and

two 1� 4 splitters or via a 4� 4 AWG with four

2� 1 combiners and four 1� 2 splitters. There are

also cases, such as N ¼ 7, where one or more ports

Fig. 4. Network architecture.

Fig. 5. Detailed network and node architecture.
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are left unused. The choice of D and S trades off

spatial wavelength reuse and receiver throughput.

As we have seen in the previous section an AWG

enables spatial wavelength reuse. Spatial wave-

length reuse increases the degree of concurrency

resulting in an improved throughput-delay per-
formance. Therefore, from the spectrum reuse

point of view it is reasonable to choose a large D
for a given N . On the other hand, small values of D
imply that many receivers are attached to the same

splitter, i.e., S becomes large. This has the advan-

tage that each packet can be received by more

nodes leading to an increased receiver throughput.

The receiver throughput is defined as the mean
number of busy receivers at steady state. An in-

creased receiver throughput allows for efficient

multicasting since multicast packets have to be

transmitted fewer times. (We note, however, that a

detailed investigation of multicasting is beyond the

scope of this paper.)

Let us now take a look at the node structure.

Each node contains a laser diode (LD) and a
photodiode (PD) for data transmission and re-

ception, respectively. Owing to the wavelength

routing characteristics of the AWG, both trans-

mitter and receiver have to be tunable over at least

D wavelengths in order to provide full connectiv-

ity. In passive star coupler based single-hop WDM

networks, on the other hand, it might be sufficient

to have either a tunable transmitter or a tunable
receiver [14]. (Though the node structure with a

single transceiver is rather simple, costs could be

reduced by replacing the tunable receiver with an

array of fixed tuned receivers. However, it was

shown in [32] that as the load increases the average

number of wavelengths in use increases too. Thus,

employing a tunable receiver instead of multiple

fixed receivers is better because the wavelengths
those fixed receivers are tuned to may all be in use

(by other nodes) and a given node could not re-

ceive any packet even though not all of its receivers

were busy. This situation is likely to arise when the

number of channels is smaller than the number of

nodes.) In addition, each node uses a broadband

light source, say, a LED, for broadcasting control

packets. The broadband LED signal (10–100 nm)
is spectrally sliced such that all receivers are able to

obtain the control information. No additional re-

ceiver is required if the signaling is done in-band,

i.e., LED and LD signals overlap spectrally.

However, data and control information have to

be distinguishable at the receiver. This can be

achieved by means of direct sequence spread

spectrum techniques. The control information is
spreaded before externally modulating the LED

[33]. Accordingly, at the receiving part the control

information is retrieved by despreading a part of

the incoming signal. By using multiple spreading

codes, several nodes are able to transmit multiple

control packets at the same time, leading to code

division multiple access (CDMA). CDMA not

only allows simultaneous transmission of control
packets but also provides some form of security.

Only receivers which have the correct code are able

to retrieve the information of a given control

packet [34].

3.2. Physical limitations

In this section, we discuss the relevant physical
factors that pose constraints on implementations

of the above-mentioned network. Let us start with

the side effects of CDMA. CDMA ensures a high

level of concurrency, i.e., several simultaneous

transmissions are possible by using different codes.

Since in the proposed architecture each node has

to process the control signals of all nodes the

protocol computational overhead can become a
serious bottleneck that affects the network scala-

bility. In order to accommodate a large number of

nodes and make the entire network scalable it is

important to keep the computational complexity

at each node small [35]. Therefore, we make use of

one single code, just to enable the simultaneous

transmission of data and control signals. This code

is applied by all nodes, as will be explained in the
next section. In addition, deploying a single code

reduces the crosstalk penalty.

In the previous section we have seen that the

AWG allows spatial wavelength reuse. Ideally,

each wavelength is routed to a different output

port without channel collision and crosstalk.

However, real devices suffer from leakage [36]. As

a consequence, each wavelength is routed not only
to the intended AWG output port but is received

in part at the other output ports as well. This in-
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trachannel crosstalk has the same wavelength as

the proper signal and cannot be removed by a

demultiplexer at the destination, resulting in power

penalties [37] and limited network scalability [38].

However, recent developments show that AWGs

with uniform pass wavelength loss and negligible
intrachannel crosstalk can be realized [39]. Note

that due to spatial wavelength reuse the wave-

length pool, i.e., the number of used wavelengths,

is kept small. Thus, tunable transceivers with a

limited tuning range can be deployed, e.g., electro-

optic transceivers with a tuning range of about 15

nm. Those devices exhibit negligible tuning times

in the range of a few nanoseconds. In the future,
tunable transceivers not only with negligible tun-

ing times but also with large tuning ranges should

be feasible [40]. These transceivers will enable the

use of multiple FSRs of an AWG.

Another crucial issue is the small bandwidth-

distance product of LEDs. Especially for a large

number of nodes the splitting loss due to the

combiners and splitters in the proposed archi-
tecture puts severe constraints on the power

budget. Those constraints can be relaxed by in-

serting erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs)

between each combiner/splitter and the corre-

sponding AWG port. Since the physical degree of

the AWG is rather small, only a few EDFAs

would be required. Alternatively, each LED signal

could be preamplified [41], or the LEDs could be
replaced by other broadband light sources such

as fiber amplifiers [42], Fabry–Perot lasers driven

into clipping [43], or semiconductor optical am-

plifiers whose amplified spontaneous emission

(ASE) is crossgain modulated by an additional

laser diode [44]. The latter method helps increase

the modulation speed up to 10 Gb/s and avoids

the insertion loss of external modulators. Fur-
thermore, incoherent sources such as LEDs and

ASE sources suffer from spontaneous emission

beat noise that places a significant limit on the

spectral efficiency of those transmitters. This

problem can be avoided by using highly coherent

broadband sources such as modelocked lasers and

supercontinuum (SC) generators [45]. However, all

those solutions are either not very economic or
support only small transmission rates. In our ar-

chitecture the most promising approach for

transmitting spreaded control information appears

to be the use of superluminescent diodes (SLDs)

which provide a significantly improved power

budget [46].

4. MAC protocol

In the proposed network a MAC protocol is

required for the following three reasons:

• Normally, the network layer is responsible for

packet switching. However, since we consider

a single-hop network there are no intermediate
nodes and alternative routes to choose from.

Consequently, in our architecture the network

layer is not present and packet switching has

to be handled by the MAC sublayer [35].

• Remember that each node is equipped with a

single tunable transmitter and a single tunable

receiver for data transmission and reception, re-

spectively. To avoid tuning latencies fast tunable
transceivers with a limited tuning range are de-

ployed. As a consequence, there are more nodes

than channels. The shared access to the channels

has to be controlled by a MAC protocol.

• Due to the routing characteristics of the AWG

each transceiver has to be tuned over at least

one FSR in order to provide full connectivity

(see Section 2.1). Hence, all wavelengths are
shared by all nodes again calling for a MAC

protocol.

4.1. Basic principles

In the literature many MAC protocols have

been proposed for single-hop WDM networks that

are based on a PSC. Although the PSC is used to
realize broadcast-and-select WDM networks as

opposed to the AWG, some learnt lessons are

considered generally valid and are therefore ap-

plied in our MAC protocol and reviewed briefly.

For single-hop networks with tunable trans-

mitters and tunable receivers, pretransmission co-

ordination by sending a control packet prior to

data transmission is advantageous [47]. In the so-
called tell-and-go protocols the data packet is

transmitted immediately after the corresponding
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control packet without waiting for any acknowl-

edgement (ACK) from the intended receiver(s).

This approach works well only at low traffic loads,

i.e., if the control packet experiences neither

channel nor receiver collision and the destination

node has enough free resources to receive the data
packet. In [48] it was shown that the throughput-

delay performance of the network is improved if

data packets are transmitted only after successful

control packets. Here successful means that the

packet has not suffered from channel or receiver

collisions. A source node can learn about the

success of its control packet by waiting for an

ACK sent by the destination node. This conven-
tional approach not only requires additional

bandwidth for the ACK but also implies a large

delay which is at least one round-trip time between

source and destination nodes. The round-trip time

is equal to the amount of time a packet takes from

a source to a destination and again back to the

source. Higher efficiency is achieved if the source

node receives the corresponding control packet as
well. This is feasible in the considered architecture

since control signals are broadcast. In doing so,

each node is able to check whether control packets

have experienced channel collisions or not. This

makes explicit ACKs unnecessary and reduces the

delay to half the round-trip time. Note that this

approach works well as long as both sender and

destination receive an intact copy of the control
packet. Since our architecture is passive and all-

optical in nature the transmission path between

any source–destination pair is not prone to errors.

Furthermore, as we will see in the next section, a

few redundant bits can be added to each control

packet to protect it against single bit errors. In [49]

it was shown that a normalized throughput (ratio

of throughput and capacity) of up to 100% can be
achieved if each node has global knowledge about

all other nodes� activities. For this purpose each

control packet has to be received by all nodes. As a

consequence, receiver collisions of control packets

are completely avoided, bandwidth is saved, and,

as mentioned above, each node is able to imme-

diately check whether channel collisions of control

packets have occurred or not. All successful con-
trol packets are put in a distributed queue. Each

node executes the same arbitration (scheduling)

algorithm. Thus, all nodes come to the same

scheduling conclusions, avoiding channel and re-

ceiver collisions of data packets and reducing the

signaling overhead. Control packets are not re-

quired to have a field that indicates the wavelength

of the corresponding data transmission. Instead,
wavelengths can be assigned on a first-come-first-

served basis reducing the signaling overhead [50].

Finally, in high-speed optical networks propaga-

tion delay independent protocols reduce the

channel collision probability and in terms of

throughput-delay performance, channel collision

avoidance is superior to retransmission [51].

4.2. Details

The wavelength assignment at a given AWG

input port is schematically shown in Fig. 6. The y-
axis denotes the wavelengths used for transmission

and reception. As illustrated, R adjacent FSRs are

exploited at each AWG input port. Each FSR

consists of D contiguous channels, where D de-
notes the physical degree of the underlying AWG.

Transceivers are tunable over the range of R � D
contiguous wavelengths. To avoid interferences at

the receivers during simultaneous transmissions in

different FSRs of the AWG, the FSR of the re-

ceivers has to differ from the FSR of the AWG. In

our case, the FSR of the receivers is equal to R � D
wavelengths. The x-axis denotes the time. Time is
divided into cycles which are repeated periodically.

Nodes are assumed to be synchronized to the cycle

boundaries (how network-wide synchronization

can be realized is discussed in [35]). Each cycle is

further subdivided into D frames.

The frame format of one wavelength is depicted

in Fig. 7. A frame contains F 2 N slots with a slot

length equal to the transmission time of a control
packet (function and format of a control packet

will be explained later). The transceiver tuning

time is assumed to be negligible. This is due to the

fact that in the considered architecture the physical

degree of the AWG is chosen above a certain

threshold. This guarantees spatial wavelength re-

use that is high enough to significantly reduce the

wavelength pool and thereby the required trans-
ceiver tuning range. Transceivers with a limited

tuning range such as electro-optic transceivers
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exhibit a negligible tuning time of a few nanosec-

onds. Each frame is partitioned into the first M ,

16M < F , slots (shaded region) and the remain-

ing ðF �MÞ slots. In the first M slots the pre-

transmission coordination takes place. During this

period control packets are transmitted and all

nodes are obliged to tune their receivers to one of

the corresponding LED slices (channels) in order

to obtain the control information as explained in

Section 2.2. Owing to the wavelength routing

properties of the AWG, in a given frame only

nodes that are attached to the same corresponding

combiner can transmit control packets. Nodes at-
tached to AWG input port i (via a common

combiner) send their control packets in frame i,
16 i6D (see Fig. 6). Each frame within a cycle

accommodates control packets originating from a

different AWG input port. Hence, after D frames

(one cycle) all nodes have had the opportunity to

send their control packets, guaranteeing fairness.

The M slots are not fixed assigned. Instead, control
packets are sent on a contention basis using a

modified version of slotted ALOHA. Using a

random access scheme for control packets makes

the entire network scalable, i.e., new nodes can

join the network without service disruptions.

Note that in high-speed optical networks slotted

frame 2frame 1 frame 1 frame 2

(R-1)D+1

(R-1)D+2

RD

2D

D+2

D+1

D

2

1

FSR 1

FSR 2

FSR R

cyclecycle

frame D frame D
time

λ

= 
Reservation window for

port 2 port D port 1 port 2port 1 port D

nodes @ AWG input port x

AWG AWG AWG AWG AWG AWG

AWG
port x

Fig. 6. Wavelength assignment.

Fig. 7. Frame format.
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ALOHA is superior to carrier sensing multiple

access because the ratio of propagation delay to

packet transmission time (the famous a) becomes

too large [52]. Control packets arrive at the re-

ceivers after a propagation delay that is equal to

half the round-trip time. The round-trip time is
equal to the time a packet takes from a source to

a destination and again back to the source. In

the last ðF �MÞ slots of each frame no control

packets are sent, allowing receivers to be tuned to

any arbitrary wavelength. This freedom enables

transmissions between any pair of nodes. During

those slots each node processes the received con-

trol packets by executing the same scheduling al-
gorithm. The parameter M trades off two kinds of

concurrency. During the first M slots of each

frame, control and data packets can be transmitted

simultaneously, but only from nodes which are

attached to the same AWG input port. In this time

interval, packets originating from other AWG in-

put ports cannot be received. Whereas, during the

last ðF �MÞ slots of each frame all receivers are
unlocked and can be tuned to any arbitrary

wavelength. As a consequence, during this time

interval, data packets from any AWG input port

can be received. This allows for spatial wavelength

reuse.

The MAC protocol works as follows. First, we

consider the transmitting part of a node whose

state transition diagram is depicted in Fig. 8. If a
node has no data packet in its buffer, the LED and

LD remain idle. When a data packet destined to

node j, 16 j6N , arrives at node i 6¼ j, 16 i6N ,

node i�s LED broadcasts a control packet in one of

the M slots of the frame allocated to the AWG

input port that node i is attached to. The slot is

chosen randomly according to a uniform distri-

bution. A control packet consists of four fields,
namely, destination address, length and type of the

corresponding data packet, and forward error

correction (FEC) code. Note that control packets

do not have to carry the source address since each

source node knows the propagation delay and the

slot in which it has sent the corresponding control

packet. Since all nodes are assumed to be syn-

chronized to the frame boundaries each node
knows from which AWG input port the corre-

sponding control packets originate. As illustrated

in Fig. 7, the data packet can be of variable size L,
16L6 F , where L denotes the length in units of

slots. The type field contains one bit and is used to

enable packet and circuit switching. The FEC is

used by the receivers to detect and correct sporadic

bit errors in the control packet, which––given the
extremely small bit error rates of optical systems in

general and the passive nature of our single-hop

network––are rather unlikely. Thus, a moderately

strong FEC makes the event of uncorrected spo-

radic bit errors extremely unlikely. Note that un-

corrected sporadic bit errors could lead to a

situation where a source node S could receive an

intact control packet while destination node D
could obtain a damaged copy of the same control

packet which D would not consider further for

scheduling. As a consequence, node S would send

the corresponding data packet and node D would

most likely not listen on the appropriate wave-

length resulting in a receiver collision and wasted

bandwidth. We also note that a large number of

bit errors, which cannot be corrected by the
moderately strong FEC is almost surely due to

control packet collision and is interpreted as such

by the source node (which re-transmits the control

packet) and all the other nodes (which ignore the

collided control packet). We finally remark that

even though the transmission of packets can be

made error free with the FEC, malfunction and/or

failure of nodes may affect the operation of the
distributed scheduling protocol. This issue has to

be addressed by higher-layer protocols and is be-

yond the scope of this paper.

Let us now take a look at the receiving part of a

node. Fig. 9 shows the corresponding state tran-

sition diagram. Every node collects all control

packets by tuning its receiver to one of the corre-

sponding channels during the first M slots of each
frame. Thus, it learns about all other nodes� ac-
tivities and whether its own control packet was

successful or not by using the FEC field. In frame

k, 16 k6D, each receiver collects the control

packets which have been sent half a round-trip

time ago by nodes that are attached to AWG input

port k. If its control packet has collided node i
retransmits the control packet in the next cycle
with probability p and with probability ð1� pÞ it

will defer the transmission by one cycle. The node
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retransmits the control packet in this next cycle
with probability p, and so forth. Successful control

packets are put in a distributed queue at each

node.

All nodes process the successfully received

control packets by executing the same arbitration

(scheduling) algorithm in the last ðF �MÞ slots of

each frame. Consequently, all nodes come to the

same transmission and reception schedule. Note
that M has to be smaller than F to provide enough

time for executing the algorithm. Since each node
has to process the control packets of all nodes the

computational complexity at each node puts se-

vere constraints on the network scalability. A

simple arbitration algorithm is required to relax

those constraints [53]. Therefore, we apply a

straightforward greedy algorithm which schedules

the data packets on a first-come-first-served and

first-fit basis. Note that this algorithm together
with the fact that each node randomly selects one

Fig. 8. MAC protocol: State transition diagram of a node�s transmitting part.
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of the M reservation slots according to a uniform

distribution guarantees fairness. After receiving a

successful control packet the arbitration algorithm

tries to schedule the transmission of the corre-
sponding data packet within the following D
frames. Those D frames do not necessarily have to

coincide with the cycle boundaries. The data

packet is sent in the first possible slot(s) using the

lowest available wavelength. If there are not en-

ough slots available within the D frames the data

packet is not transmitted and the source node has

to retransmit the control packet in the next cycle.
Nodes that lose the arbitration are aware of this

because all nodes execute the same scheduling al-

gorithm. Note that global knowledge in conjunc-

tion with distributed scheduling reduces the delay

by avoiding explicit ACKs and can achieve a

normalized throughput of up to 100%.

The length of the scheduling window is equal to

D frames (i.e., one cycle) for two reasons. First, by
limiting the length of the scheduling window to a

small number of frames the computational re-

quirements at each node are kept low. Due to the

relatively small scheduling window each node has

to maintain and update only small schedule tables.

Secondly, the scheduling window of one cycle al-

lows for simultaneous transmission of data pack-

ets and control packets. To see this, note that the
nodes attached to a given AWG input port send

their control packets every D frames. A scheduling

window of D frames thus ensures that the nodes

can also send data packets in the frame in which

they send control packets. This concurrency leads
to an improved throughput-delay performance.

Next, we discuss the support for multicasting

and circuit switching. Multicasting is realized by

the splitters. Each splitter distributes an incoming

packet to all attached nodes. By tuning the re-

ceivers to the respective wavelength the packet can

be obtained by more than one node. The resulting

increased receiver throughput has a positive im-
pact on the network performance. (We note that a

detailed study of multicast is beyond the scope of

this paper.) Circuit switching is realized by using

the type and length fields of the control packet.

The length field denotes the required number of

slots per cycle. By setting the bit in the type field,

the source node indicates that the number of slots

given in the length field must be reserved in each
cycle. After receiving the control packet the circuit

is setup by choosing the first possible free slot(s) at

the lowest available wavelength. The slot(s) is (are)

reserved in the subsequent cycles until the con-

nection is terminated. If there are not enough free

resources the control packet is discarded and has

to be retransmitted in the next cycle. The termi-

nation of a circuit works as follows. Suppose node
i, 16 i6N , has setup a circuit, i.e., node i is

Fig. 9. MAC protocol: State transition diagram of a node�s receiving part.
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granted a certain number of slots per cycle. Fur-

thermore, suppose j, 16 j6M � 1, other nodes

attached to the same combiner currently hold cir-

cuits. Then, in each cycle node i repeats the control

packet in slot jþ 1 of the corresponding reserva-

tion window. To terminate the circuit, node i
simply stops repeating the control packet. In doing

so, all other nodes notice that the circuit has ter-

minated and the respective slot is freed up for

contention. Note that during the holding time of a

circuit other circuits can be torn down. As a con-

sequence, the corresponding slot, say k, 16 k6
jþ 1, becomes idle. Whenever this happens, all

slots which are larger than k and are used to in-
dicate the existence of circuits are decremented by

one. Thus, the first j slots of the corresponding

reservation window indicate the existence of circuits

while the remaining ðM � jÞ slots are free to be used

for reservations. A node with a control packet to

send chooses one of slots jþ 1; jþ 2; . . . ;M at

random. Consequently, while circuits are setup,

not all M slots are available for reservation, re-
sulting in an increased congestion of the slotted

ALOHA channel. However, each node only has to

monitor the control channel to find out the end of

a circuit and does not have to maintain and update

a lifetime variable for each single connection.

Again, this reduces the computational burden on

each node which is an important factor, especially

in high-speed optical networks where channel ac-
cess control is based on global knowledge.

Finally, we point out that the proposed reser-

vation and circuit setup is able to provide QoS to

real-time applications, such as voice, video, and

audio. Circuits could provide QoS to individual

flows (following the IntServ paradigm) or flow

aggregates (following the DiffServ paradigm).

Similarly, in the packet switching mode different
scheduling algorithms could provide QoS to indi-

vidual flows or flow aggregates.

4.3. An illustrative example

In this section, we illustrate the following fea-

tures of the proposed MAC protocol:

• dynamic channel allocation,

• packet switching,

• circuit switching,

• channel collision of control packets and its res-

olution,

• simultaneous reception of control and data
packets,

• variable-size data packets,

• using multiple FSRs.

As illustrated in Fig. 10, we consider N ¼ 8

nodes which are connected via a 2� 2 AWG

(D ¼ 2) with attached 4� 1 combiners and 1� 4

splitters (S ¼ 4). Fig. 11 depicts the wavelength
assignment. In this figure we assume that only

nodes attached to the upper AWG input port have

data packets to send. Two FSRs are used (R ¼ 2),

each consisting of two wavelengths. Each frame

consists of F ¼ 5 slots. The reservation window is

M ¼ 3 slots long. The upper part shows the

transmitters while the lower part indicates the re-

ception of the transmitted packets after a propa-
gation time s. For the sake of simplicity, we

assume that the distance between each node and

the AWG is equal, i.e., the propagation delay s is

the same for all nodes. In our example s is equal to

1 frame.

Let us start considering the left-most slot of the

transmitting part. In frame 1 of cycle 1 only nodes

1–4 are permitted to send control packets. In the
first slot nodes 1 and 4 simultaneously transmit a

control packet resulting in a channel collision.

Node 2 randomly selects slot 3. After the propa-

gation delay of one frame the control packets ar-

rive at all nodes. Every node has tuned its receiver

such that control packets can be obtained, i.e.,

nodes 1–4 are tuned to wavelength 1, while nodes

5–8 are tuned to wavelength 2. Note that nodes
could also receive the control packets by tuning

Fig. 10. Network architecture (N ¼ 8, D ¼ 2, S ¼ 4).
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their receivers to the corresponding channels of the

other FSR, i.e., nodes 1–4 could tune their re-

ceivers to wavelength 3 and nodes 5–8 could tune
their receivers to wavelength 4. The control packet

of node 2 is received successfully by all nodes. In

our example, that control packet is destined to

node 7 and requests a circuit with five slots per

cycle. The execution of the arbitration algorithm is

assumed to take two slots. The data packet is

transmitted on the first available channel at the

earliest possible time. Accordingly, the data packet
is sent on wavelength 2 during frame 1 of cycle 2.

Node 2 repeats the control packet in each cycle

until the circuit is torn down. Since in our example

there are no other circuits currently setup, node 2

sends the control packet in the first slot of frame 1.

As illustrated in Fig. 11, slot 1 becomes idle in

cycle 3. This tells all nodes that the circuit between

nodes 2 and 7 is terminated and that this slot can
be used again by all nodes. Node 3 captures that

slot in cycle 4 to announce the transmission of a

single packet or to setup a circuit in the subsequent

cycle.

Now, let us go back to the initially collided
control packets of nodes 1 and 4. After s frames

both nodes learn about the channel collision of

their control packets. As a consequence, they re-

transmit their control packets in the next cycle

with probability p keeping in mind that the first

slot of frame 1 is fixed assigned to node 2 for in-

dicating the corresponding circuit. In our example,

nodes 1 and 4 successfully retransmit their control
packets in frame 1 of cycle 2. First, we take a look

at node 1. Node 1 has one single data packet which

is three slots long and is destined to node 3. After

waiting for three slots, node 1 sends the data

packet on wavelength 1. Similarly, node 4 has a

data packet for node 8 which is four slots long.

This data packet is sent at the beginning of frame 1

of cycle 3. Note that node 4 chooses wavelength 4
since wavelength 2 is already used by node 2. This

is an example for using multiple FSRs for com-

Fig. 11. Wavelength assignment (R ¼ 2, F ¼ 5, M ¼ 3, s ¼ 1 frame).
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munication between a given AWG input–output

port pair. In addition, while receiving the data

packets nodes 3, 7, and 8 monitor the control

channel. Node 8 thereby receives the correspond-

ing slice of the second FSR. Recall that this is

possible due to spreading and spectrally slicing the
LED signal.

4.4. Discussion

In the proposed network each node is able to

acquire global knowledge without requiring an

additional transceiver which is fixed tuned to a

separate control channel as in [54]. Previously in-

vestigated architectures with a single tunable re-

ceiver at each node suffer from the problem that

while receiving control packets no data packets

can be received and vice versa resulting in a de-
creased throughput-delay performance [55,56]. As

we have seen, this problem can be solved by means

of direct sequence spread spectrum techniques.

This approach can be extended to CDMA by ap-

plying multiple spreading codes simultaneously.

By using a modified version of slotted ALOHA for

reservation our network is scalable as opposed to

networks with fixed assigned reservation slots [57].
Note that for the design of the MAC protocol

reducing the computational overhead was more

important than maximizing the performance. This

was done by adopting a simple scheduling algo-

rithm with a rather small scheduling window and

sacrificing some reservation slots for indicating the

existence of circuits which in turn relieves each

node from maintaining and updating state tables.
Nevertheless, in Section 7 we will see that a

normalized mean throughput of up to 82% can

be achieved for realistic parameter values. Fur-

ther performance improvements are feasible at the

cost of higher computational complexity at each

node.

5. Model

In our analysis we focus on the case of packet

switching of fixed-size data packets. For the anal-

ysis we make the following typical assumptions:

• A node with an empty buffer generates a

data packet with probability r at the end of a

frame.

• Each node has a single-packet buffer (a typical

assumption for the analysis of MAC protocols
for WDM networks [58]). After transmitting a

data packet in a given frame the buffer becomes

empty at the end of that frame.

• A data packet has a fixed size of F slots, i.e.,

L ¼ F .

• Uniform unicast traffic: A data packet is des-

tined to any one of the other ðN � 1Þ nodes with

equal probability.
• The propagation delay s is the same for all

nodes and is an integer multiple of one frame,

i.e., all nodes are equidistant from the AWG.

• Nonpersistency: Random selection of a destina-

tion node among the other ðN � 1Þ nodes is re-

newed for each attempt of transmitting a

control packet. (The nonpersistency assumption

is needed to obtain a Markovian model [59].)
• Delayed first-time transmission: A node sends

out its control packet in a frame with probabil-

ity p, for both first-time transmission as well as

retransmissions. (This assumption simplifies the

calculation of the probability of control packet

collisions [58].)

Fig. 12 depicts an approximate model for the
MAC protocol. Each node can be in one of the

ð2s þ 3Þ modes during any frame. Transitions

from one mode to another mode occur only at the

beginning of a frame. The modes are defined as

follows:

• TH: Nodes in the TH (thinking) mode generate

a data packet with probability r at the end of a
frame.

• B: Nodes in this mode are backlogged and send

a control packet with probability p � b (where b
accounts for the cycles in the time structure, as

is explained later) at the beginning of the next

frame.

• PQ1; PQ2; . . . ; PQs: Those modes represent the

propagation delay of successfully transmitted
control packets. Nodes move from mode PQi

to mode PQiþ1, i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; s � 1, at the begin-

ning of the next frame with probability 1.
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• PR1; PR2; . . . ; PRs: Those modes are similar to

the PQi modes, i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; s. Nodes whose col-

lided control packets have to be retransmitted

enter the mode B after s frames.

• TR: Nodes in the mode PQs whose data packets

are successfully scheduled are put into a distrib-

uted queue. A node leaves the distributed queue
and moves to mode TR (transmission) in that

frame which it also uses for sending control

packets. After transmitting the data packet the

nodes return to the TH mode. Nodes in mode

PQs whose data packets are not scheduled due

to the lack of free resources (not enough free

slots and/or wavelengths) move to mode B.

The system state in frame n, n 2 Z, is com-

pletely described by the following state vector:

NðnÞ ¼ NBðnÞ;NPR1
ðnÞ; . . . ;NPRsðnÞ;

�
NPQ1

ðnÞ; . . . ;NPQsðnÞ;NTRðnÞ
�

where NX ðnÞ denotes the number of nodes in mode
X in frame n. Note that NTH is not included in the

state vector since it is linearly dependent on the

other modes. With the nonpersistency assumption

fNð0Þ;Nð1Þ; . . . ;NðnÞ; . . .g
is a discrete-time multi-dimensional Markov chain

with finite but quite large state space. The exact
analysis of that Markov chain would involve the

calculation of the state transition probability ma-

trix which is computationally prohibitive. There-

fore, we analyze the system at an equilibrium point

using the equilibrium point analysis (EPA) ap-

proach [58,60].

6. Analysis

In the EPA method the system is assumed to be
always at an equilibrium point, defined as

N ¼ ðNB;NPR1
; . . . ;NPRs ;NPQ1

; . . . ;NPQs ;NTRÞ:
At an equilibrium point the expected increase in

the number of nodes in each mode per unit time

(i.e., frame) is zero. Applying this condition to all

the modes, we get a set of so-called equilibrium

point equations.

6.1. Equilibrium point equations

By writing the equation for each mode, we get

ð2s þ 3Þ equations. Let dX ðNÞ be the conditional

expectation of the increase in the number of nodes

in mode X in a frame, given that the system is in

state N. Since dPRiðNÞ ¼ NPRi�1
� NPRi ¼ 0, i ¼ 2;

3; . . . ; s, we can omit the subscript of PR by letting

NPR ¼ NPR1
¼ � � � ¼ NPRs : ð1Þ

Similarly, for the modes PQi, i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; s, we

get

NPQ ¼ NPQ1
¼ � � � ¼ NPQs : ð2Þ

For the modes TH and B we have the following

equations:

Fig. 12. Model for MAC protocol.
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dTH ðNÞ ¼NTR �NTHr

¼NTR � ½N �NB� sðNPR þNPQÞ�NTR�r¼ 0;

ð3Þ

dBðNÞ ¼ ½NTHr þ ðNPQ � NTRÞ þ NPR� � NBpb ¼ 0:

ð4Þ
To obtain the remaining equilibrium point

equations for the modes PR1, PQ1 and TR we in-

troduce the quantities Y ðNÞ and ZðNÞ. Let Y ðNÞ
denote the conditional expectation of the number

of nodes that move out from mode B to mode PQ1,

given that the system is in state N. Y ðNÞ is the

average number of control packets transmitted in

a frame without collision. With Y ðNÞ we obtain
the following equations for the modes PR1 and

PQ1:

dPR1
ðNÞ ¼ NBpb � Y ðNÞ � NPR ¼ 0; ð5Þ

dPQ1
ðNÞ ¼ Y ðNÞ � NPQ ¼ 0: ð6Þ

Let ZðNÞ denote the conditional expectation of

the number of nodes that move from mode PQs to

mode TR, given that the system is in state N. ZðNÞ
is the average number of nodes that successfully

transmit a data packet in a frame. With ZðNÞ we

obtain the following equation for the mode TR:

dTRðNÞ ¼ ZðNÞ � NTR ¼ 0: ð7Þ

Next, we need to solve for the unknown quan-

tities b, Y ðNÞ and ZðNÞ. Recall that a backlogged
node can transmit a control packet only in one

frame per cycle that consists of D frames. Let b
denote the probability that the next frame is allo-

cated to the backlogged node. Thus, we get

b ¼ 1

D
: ð8Þ

The average number of successfully transmitted

control packets per frame is given by [58]

Y ðNÞ ¼
XNB

i¼1

i 1

�
� 1

M

�i�1
NB

i

� �
ðpbÞið1� pbÞNB�i

;

ð9Þ

Y ðNÞ ¼ NBpb 1

�
� pb

M

�NB�1

: ð10Þ

The result can be interpreted such that
pb 1� pb=Mð ÞNB�1

is the probability that a node�s
control packet is transmitted collisionfree. The

average number of nodes that move from mode B
to mode PQ1 is given by Eq. (10).

Let q be the probability that a given slot of the

first M slots of a frame contains exactly one con-

trol packet that is to be scheduled. Then,

q ¼ Y ðNÞ
M

: ð11Þ

The probability that exactly i control packets

are to be scheduled in a frame is

Pi ¼
M
i

� �
qið1� qÞM�i

; i ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ;M : ð12Þ

Each of the i control packets originates from

one of the N nodes with equal probability 1=N .

With i control packets, in each frame the average

number of control packets that belong to nodes
attached to the same combiner is equal to

i � b ¼ i=D. Recall that due to their fixed size of F
slots, data packets can be sent from those nodes

only every D frames. Data packets cannot be

transmitted in other frames since they are larger

than ðF �MÞ slots. Thus, in each frame only

nodes attached to the same combiner can send

data packets. Control packets emanating from
nodes attached to the same combiner aggregate

over the interval of D frames until data transmis-

sion takes place. As a consequence, in each frame

the average number of control packets to be

scheduled is given by i=D � D ¼ i.
The probability that at least one among those i

control packets is destined to a given node under

the assumption that a node does not transmit to
itself is equal to [59]

poðiÞ ¼ 1� i
N

1

�"
� 1

N � 1

�i�1

þ 1

�
� i
N

�
1

�
� 1

N � 1

�i
#
; ð13Þ
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poðiÞ ¼ 1� 1

�
� 1

N � 1

�i�1 N 2 � 2N þ i
NðN � 1Þ : ð14Þ

Let gðiÞ denote the average number of nodes
that successfully transmit a data packet in a frame,

given that i control packets are to be scheduled.

Given this, the number of data packets destined to

nodes that are attached to the same splitter is bi-

nomially distributed BINðS; poðiÞÞ. However, no

more than R data packets can be simultaneously

transmitted to those nodes. This holds for each of

the D splitters and we finally obtain

gðiÞ ¼ D
XR
k¼0

k
S

k

� �
poðiÞk½1

(
� poðiÞ�S�k

þ R
XS

k¼Rþ1

S

k

� �
poðiÞk½1� poðiÞ�S�k

)
: ð15Þ

Note that at most S nodes can transmit data

packets in a frame. Hence, gðiÞ is bounded and the

number of actually transmitting nodes is equal to

minfgðiÞ; Sg.
The conditional expectation of the number of

nodes that successfully transmit a data packet in a

frame, given that the system is in state N, is given

by

ZðNÞ ¼
XM
i¼0

gðiÞ � Pi; ð16Þ

ZðNÞ ¼
XM
i¼0

D
XR
k¼0

k
S

k

� �
poðiÞk½1

(
� poðiÞ�S�k

þ R
XS

k¼Rþ1

S

k

� �
poðiÞk½1� poðiÞ�S�k

)

�
M

i

� �
qið1� qÞM�i

: ð17Þ

Using Eqs. (5)–(8) we can modify Eqs. (3) and

(10). Eq. (3) becomes

ZðNÞ ¼ r
1þ r

N
h

� 1
�

þ sp
D

�
NB

i
ð18Þ

and Eq. (10) becomes

Y ðNÞ ¼ NB
p
D

1
�

� p
D �M

�NB�1

: ð19Þ

Eqs. (17)–(19) can be solved simultaneously for

the variables NB, Y ðNÞ and ZðNÞ. The system is

unstable if there is more than one solution. Oth-

erwise, if only one solution exists, the system is

stable. NB, Y ðNÞ and ZðNÞ can then be used to

provide the steady-state solution of the entire
system. NPRi , i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; s, is given by Eqs. (1) and

(5). Similarly, NPQi , i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; s, is given by Eqs.

(2) and (6). According to Eq. (7), NTR is equal to

ZðNÞ. And NTH equals N minus the sum of the

nodes in all other modes.

6.2. Performance measures

The performance measures of interest are

throughput and delay at an equilibrium point. The

throughput SðNÞ is defined as the expected number

of nodes in the active mode TR:

SðNÞ ¼ NTR: ð20Þ
The mean packet delay DðNÞ is measured from

the time the packet is generated at a node until the

end of the frame during which it is transmitted.

The system shown in Fig. 12 is a closed system,

and, by Little�s law, N=SðNÞ is the average time

that a packet experiences from the moment the

packet enters mode TH until the time it returns to

mode TH . Also, 1=r is the average time that a
packet stays in mode TH . Thus, we get the average

packet delay as

DðNÞ ¼ N
SðNÞ �

1

r
: ð21Þ

Note that DðNÞ is measured in number of

frames.

7. Numerical results

In this section, we investigate the impact of the

system parameters on the throughput-delay per-

formance of the network by varying them around

the default values. We consider number of nodes

N , retransmission probability p, physical degree of

the AWG D, propagation delay s, number of FSRs

R, and number of reservation slots per frame M .

Unless stated otherwise, the parameters are set to
the following default values: N ¼ 240, p ¼ 0:5,
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D ¼ 2, s ¼ 10 frames, R ¼ 3, and M ¼ 8. (Note

that F denotes the frame length in slots; we use the

frame length as basic time unit in our performance

evaluation.) To verify the accuracy of our analysis

we simulated a more realistic system. As opposed

to the analysis, in the simulation the first-time
transmission of a control packet is not delayed and

the destination of a collided control packet is not

renewed each time it is retransmitted. Each simu-

lation was run for 106 cycles including a warm-up

phase of 105 cycles. We used the method of batch

means to obtain confidence intervals for the mean

throughput and the mean delay. For all simulation

results the 98% confidence interval was less than
1% of the sample mean.

Fig. 13 depicts the mean throughput (mean

number of transmitting nodes) vs. the mean arrival

rate r (packet/frame) for different populations N .

We observe that the maximum mean throughput is

the same for all populations. However, with more

nodes this maximum is reached at smaller r. This

is because the mean throughput depends not only
on r alone but on the offered traffic load which is

equal to N � r. Consequently, with a larger N the

maximum mean throughput occurs at a smaller r.
For N 2 f200; 300g the average throughput de-

creases with increasing r. This is due to the fact

that with increasing r there are more nodes ac-

cessing the control channel. This causes more
collisions and fewer scheduled data packets. The

congestion becomes more serious for larger N ,

resulting in a lower average throughput. Note that

with N ¼ 100 the mean throughput is not reduced

for increasing r. In this case, N is small enough

such that the offered load can be handled well by

slotted ALOHA. This indicates that slotted

ALOHA does not degrade the mean throughput as
long as the population is small enough. Analysis

and simulation results match very well for small

values of r, for larger r there is some discrep-

ancy. Note that generally for N ¼ 100 the simu-

lation gives higher throughputs than the analysis;

whereas for N 2 f200; 300g we observe the oppo-

site. This is due to the assumption of delayed first-

time transmissions of control packets that we
made in our analysis. For large populations the
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Fig. 13. Mean throughput (mean number of transmitting nodes) vs. mean arrival rate r (packet/frame) for different numbers of nodes

N 2 f100; 200; 300g.
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number of collisions on the control channel is re-

duced by delaying also first-time transmissions,

resulting in a higher throughput. But for small

populations this delay leads to an underutilized

control channel and thereby smaller throughput.

Hence, this assumption yields accurate results only
for moderate loads N � r.

The mean packet delay (in frames) vs. the mean

arrival rate is shown in Fig. 14. For all populations

N the average delay is bounded because we con-

sider single-packet buffers at each node without

accounting for queueing delays. New packets ar-

riving at a backlogged node are discarded and do

not contribute to the mean delay. With more
nodes the slotted ALOHA channel gets congested

already at low loads. This causes high delays due

to retransmissions of control packets. We can

see that with N ¼ 100 the mean delay does not

change much with increasing r. This is because the

offered load does not significantly overload slotted

ALOHA leading to only a few collisions and re-

transmissions which in turn keeps the mean delay
small. The figure shows, that for large populations

(N ¼ 300) the simulation gives larger delays than

the analysis. This is again due to the fact that in

the simulation first-time transmissions of control

packets are not delayed leading to more collisions

and more retransmissions of control packets.

Figs. 13 and 14 can be combined as illustrated

in Fig. 15. This figure depicts the mean delay vs.

mean throughput as r is varied form 0 to 1. In the
following we consider only this kind of graph in

order to save space. The subsequent curves are

obtained for N ¼ 240.

A given number of nodes can be connected by

AWGs with different physical degree D. As de-

picted in Fig. 16, a 4� 4 AWG yields higher

maximum mean throughput and lower mean delay

at high traffic loads than a 2� 2 AWG. Using an
8� 8 AWG, instead, increases the maximum av-

erage throughput only slightly but suffers from a

larger average delay for lower arrival rates. A large

D implies that the degree S of each combiner is

small. Accordingly, in a given frame fewer nodes

access the slotted ALOHA channel reducing the

contention and thereby improving the perfor-

mance. However, with a D chosen too large the
cycle becomes too long and nodes have to wait a

longer time period, resulting in an increased delay.

In addition, owing to the longer cycle length more
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Fig. 14. Mean delay (in frames) vs. mean arrival rate r (packet/frame) for different numbers of nodes N 2 f100; 200; 300g.
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nodes are backlogged and try to access the same

frame increasing the number of collisions and

limiting the throughput improvement. Thus, un-

less running the system under heavy traffic, it is
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Fig. 16. Mean delay (in frames) vs. mean throughput (mean number of transmitting nodes) for different AWG degrees D 2 f2; 4; 8g.
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reasonable to use an AWG with a rather moderate

number of ports. Note that this allows to exploit

more FSRs of an AWG for a given transceiver

tuning range and channel spacing.
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Fig. 17. Mean delay (in frames) vs. mean throughput (mean number of transmitting nodes) for different propagation delays

s 2 f5; 10; 15g frames.
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Fig. 18. Mean delay (in frames) vs. mean throughput (mean number of transmitting nodes) for different number of FSRs R 2 f1; 2; 3g.
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Fig. 17 depicts the impact of the propaga-

tion delay on the network performance. At low

traffic loads packets experience less delay for

smaller propagation delays. Whereas with in-

creasing traffic larger propagation delays provide a

better throughput-delay performance. This is due

to the fact that at low traffic loads almost no col-
lisions of control packets occur and nodes receive

the successfully transmitted control packets earlier

with smaller propagation delays, resulting in a

decreased delay. At higher traffic loads the control

channel gets more congested. In this case, a larger

propagation delay implies that nodes have to wait

a longer time interval for the transmitted control

packets. During this time period those nodes do
not access the control channel, resulting in less

contention and an increased throughput and a

decreased delay due to fewer retransmissions.

The results in Fig. 18 clearly demonstrate the

benefit of using multiple FSRs of an AWG. Each

additional FSR increases the degree of concur-

rency and thereby alleviates the scheduling bot-

tleneck, resulting in a significantly improved
throughput-delay performance of the network.

Using three FSRs instead of one improves the

maximum mean throughput by approximately

88%. However, using multiple FSRs requires

transceivers with a larger tuning range.

Fig. 19 shows that a large reservation window

has a positive impact on the system performance.

By using many reservation slots the collision
probability in each slot is reduced and the num-

ber of successful control packets is increased.

Consequently, fewer control packets have to be

retransmitted improving the throughput-delay

performance. However, long reservation windows

in conjunction with enough slots available for

spatial wavelength reuse might require large data

packets. These larger data packets could be real-
ized by means of traffic aggregation (groom-

ing). Note that for M ¼ 18 a normalized mean

throughput of up to 78% is achieved.

8. Conclusions

The proposed WDM network combines the
merits and mitigates the drawbacks of wavelength
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Fig. 19. Mean delay (in frames) vs. mean throughput (mean number of transmitting nodes) for different number of reservation slots
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routing and broadcast-and-select devices. While

the AWG dramatically improves the throughput-

delay performance by allowing for spatial spec-

trum reuse and concurrent transmission over

multiple FSRs, the splitters and combiners are

required to provide additional ports and to sup-
port efficient multicasting. In the proposed archi-

tecture we use a broadband light source which is

spectrally sliced by the AWG to realize broad-

casting of control information. By means of direct

sequence spread spectrum no separate control

channel is needed and data and control can be sent

and received simultaneously. CDMA allows the

concurrent transmission of multiple control sig-
nals. The proposed MAC protocol enables each

node to acquire global knowledge at any time,

despite the fact that each node has only one single

tunable transceiver. By applying a distributed de-

terministic scheduling algorithm the signaling

overhead is significantly reduced and data packets

experience neither channel nor receiver collisions.

The system exhibits two bottlenecks: (1) The
modified slotted ALOHA reservation channel and

(2) the relatively small scheduling window. While

the latter one is dramatically alleviated by ex-

ploiting multiple FSRs of the underlying AWG,

the first one could be relaxed by aggregating data

packets. Longer data packets would enlarge the

frame size and thereby accommodate more reser-

vation slots in each frame.
Finally, we note that the emphasis of our net-

work and protocol design was primarily on mini-

mizing costs and complexity. Nevertheless, a mean

throughput of up to 78% is rather high and could

be further improved at the cost of additional

hardware and complexity.
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